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LIVING WITH FERRETS

Names Marge and Lisa, but usually we act as one.

Sex Nope.

Home We have been in and out of the shelter for the
past two years but are happy to say we finally got a
permanent home. We kept trying to tell the shelter
owner whom we wanted to live with but she refused
to believe us. We finally won.

Marge and Lisa
Profile courtesy of

Ferrets R#1 Shelter & Rescue
Falls Church, Va.

Director: Faith Hood (ferretsr1@aol.com)

Ferrets of the Month Color Identical black sables, as long as Marge keeps
her weight down.

Favorite Hammock Any of the cozy, crawl-into kind,
with fleece, obviously. (No crumbs in bed, Marge!)

Favorite Food We prefer the delicacy of Totally Ferret
but like to nibble on 8-in-1 Ultimate, too. Only the
best for us.

Favorite Dance The Electric Ferret done on top of
the living room chair for all to see.

Favorite Snack We really try to watch our figures
but will nibble some Ferret Fruit Frenzy.  Ferretone
makes us weak in the knees.

Favorite Song Mustelid Mambo.

Hobbies Tight rope walking.  We practice all the time
on our owner’s arms. We are pretty good, too. It gets
a bit hard trying to do the cross over on the back of
his neck, though.

Pet Peeves Dogs, cats, and other ferrets.

Favorite Qualities in a Veterinarian Warm hands
and heart and quick with the needle. (Marge, you go
first!)

Claim to Fame We really don’t like cats and will
morph together to become invincible against felines.

Quote Look to your local shelter when the urge to
splurge comes upon you. There are many of us sweet
girls out there...we know...we are smart ferrets.

Shelter operators may nominate a resident of their shelter
or recently adopted ferrets for the Ferret of the Month col-
umn. Send interviews (you can write your own questions)
and photographs to Lori Barber, The American Ferret Re-
port, P.O. Box 61204, Potomac, MD 20859-1204. E-mail:
Lori@infomeg.com. Featured ferrets will receive their own
copy of the A.F.R. and a small gift.

Marge and Lisa lived at the Ferrets R#1 Shelter & Rescue for nearly
two years before finding a permanent home with a shelter volunteer.
Sometimes it is difficult to adopt out ferrets who do not like other
animals, especially other ferrets.


